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ABSTRACT

The results of measurementsmade by the retarding potential analyzer
of electron fluxes recorded during electron beam injection ~~0.5A

current pulses and energy 15 or 27 keV during the ARAKS experiment

are analyzed. The relatively low rocket potential (—150 V) observ-

ed is explained by the formation of a highly conducting region near

the rocket. Such a region can be formed via intense plasma waves

generated by the beam. This mechanism also explains the heating of

the electrons near the rocket. Measurements of electron fluxes with

energies of 1 to 3 keV and estimate based on the beam plasma dis-

charge theory agree very well.

I~1EA.SURE1~ENTS

In the Soviet—French experiment ARAKS [1,2] , retarding potential

analyzers, described in detail in (3] , were used to study electron

fluxes. Two identical analyzers (each a cylindrical planar device

consisting of a collector and grid system f 3] ) were mounted on

a lateral Burfaoe of the ERIDA.N rocket during the ARAKS experiment

of January 26, 1975 at the distance of about 1 in from the electron

gun. The cycle time of the analyzing voltage VR was 0.64 a, and was

almost synchronized with the operation of the gun (with period
0.56 a). Collector currents and analyzer voltages were measured

each 30 ins. The retarding ~oltage varied as a saw-tooth from 9 V to

300 V in one analyzer and, in the other, from 90 V to 3000 V to ex-

clude non accelerated ionospheric electrons. The dinamic range of
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the instrument was from 10 10 to 10
6A; the maximum current den-

sity measured by the analyzer was about 2 x 10~ A•cm2.

Lieaourements of the retardation characteristics make it possible

to determine the value of the rocket potential relative to the lo-

cal plasma environment on the basis of the following idealized mo-

del. At all times the collector only receives those electrons whose

energies exceed the retarding voltage VR. During operation of the

electron gun the rocket can acquire a positive potential which

creates a negative space charge around it. If the number of colli-

sions that an electron insicie this space charge region makes is

negligibly low, the cold ionospheric electrons should acquire an

energy E = e~ when incident on the analyzers. Thus, with the re-

tarding potential ~R1 ~ , the collector current should rise

sharply; can therefore be determined as the value of VR cor-

responding to the rapid increase of the collector current. The tem-

perature of the heated electrons in the plasma surrounding the ro-

cket on which an electron gun is operating can be determined from

the slope of the retardation curve based on Langmuir probe theory.

This paper considers only data obtained during electron injection
with a pulse duration of = 2.56 s and with the direction in-

jection along the rocket’s lon-

gitudinal axis. During one rocket

plasma generator switched on sp~i the direction of the elect—
-6 ~ ron beam relative to the geomag—

IL1f~

1~Q.2~tn i72Sicmr l63.s~ netic field (the injection pitch—

51O~ angle) varied by only +6°.

RESULTS
-1

10 ~ S Th I ~ I ~iio~v The general characterof the re—

plasma generator switched ~ tardation curves was the same
.~$+t4$?4. .HJ~

453km 127 112Km whether the electron injection
~ ~/1~~]~“~] energy was 15 keV or 27 key, and

tJ t f also whether or not the plasma ge—

— . . J ~ V~nerator, injecting quasineutral
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 .3x10 ,~‘ cesium plasma with on ion current

of about 10 A [i, 21 , was swit—
Fig. 1 Retardation curves ched on. As an example, Figs 1

for different portions of the and 2 give the types of retardati—

rocket trajectory (vR.~300V) on curves observed at different
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positions along the rocket trajec-

tory. Tha character of the retar— plasma generator switched on

dation curves chani~esconsider—
~ V~ V

1~’ Vi”
ably with hei~ht: the intensity 195 i~0 171 152

K ‘1)higher energy electrons (E>200 eV ~Km

increases r~ith height above 7 \~\,.~

125 km.

As the retardin~i potential de—

creases there is always a sharp 8

increase 01’ current in the inter— 1 23 1 2 3 1 25 1 2 3~10~,V

val between ~ and 10—6 A.These pla~magenerator switched off
~$‘ V

44 v4~
current jumps are observed in lh 144 ~127 ~ 126 R 109 I

luMP] Km xm KmJ

stants of time, but for the sameboth analyzers at different in— ~

V~ and V~* respectively. These

value of VR (~200 1J) marked ~II~ _____ ____
values are taken to correspond to

the potential of the rocket rela— ~. _____ _____

tive to the local plasma environ— 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ~1O,v
ment. It should be mentioned that

the retardation curves observed Pig. 2 Retardation curves for

during one injection pulse different portions of the rocket

are approximately the same (see trajectory (VR.~ 3000 v)
Fig. 3): they do not depend on

the orientation of the analyzer relative to the geomagnetic field.
However, as seen in Fig. 3, the

retardation curves show aperio—plasma generator switched off
dically appearing maxima and ml-

153.5 453 152 (51 nima. Even in those cases when
KM the retardation curves are simil—xm KM

ar and smooth between 1kV and

2 kV, the collector current Va—

lues differ by almost an order of

magnitude for similar VR values.
L.~ ~.

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 23 1 2 s~1&,v This demonstratesthat the tempo-
ral fluctuations of the fluxes

Fig. 3 Retardation curves observed do not depend on the

corresponding to one injec— spin of the rocket.

tion pulse
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At the heights h~115 km the cur—

would be if the electron currents
6 to the rocket were created only

by cold ionoapheric electrons ac—2 rent jump are not so sharp as theycurrent—voltage characteristics

celerated to an energy e~ . The

2 in the region of the current jumps

5 show that the electron temperature
10

120 1~140150160170110 h,xm Te in the near rocket region in—

Fig. 4 The altitudinal creasedwith height from 10~ to

distribution of electron 2x106~K (see Fig. 4).

temperature Te near the The altitudinal variation of the

rocket rocket potential determined in

this way is shown in Fig. 5,where

each value is averaged over

four retardation curves for one

long injection pulse. The varia-

tion of the rocket altitude dur-

ing this period did not exceed

2 km. The scatter in the observ

ed values during the time 1

is probably caused both by pos-

sible variat.i.ons of the injection ~ . hKm

current and the inaccuracy of de-

termination of the collector cur—

rent jump becauseof 1-’eating of Fig. 5 Rocket electrical

the plasma surrounding the rocket, potential 4) (h)

The operation of the plasma gene-

rator scarcely affected the rocket potential.

DI~CUS~iI0N

It follows from Fig. 5 that the rocket potential in the experiment

discussed did not exceed~150V at —130 to 190 km, anu decreased

to 20 V near 100 km. At all heights a steady potential was reached

in less ‘than 30 mo. At the same time Figs 1 and 2 undoubtedly show

considerable variations of the near rocket plasma characteristics

during electron injection.

The derived ~ (h) and Te(h) do not contradict the theoretical as—
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Sumptions made. Indeed, for heights where tue neutral density is

high, N>Nmin~ (1 to 3) 1010 cm
3, the processes of rocket body

neutralization during the injection of intensive energetic electron

flaxes occur by a beam plasma discharge near the rocket. Thus the

electron density ~ and the electron temperature (Te) increase,

and this proviies the neutralization ( 4 1 . In this case a region

with erthcnced plasma conuuctivit,y forms around the rocket. The lon-

gitudinal size of the disturbed region is determined by the length
within with the intensity of plasma oscillations generated by the

beam is sufficient for heating the ionospheric electrons. For the

conditions of the beam—plasma discharge above 130 km [6 .1 , this

length ( 8] is of the order of
4 7 4

~ C’~ Vb/C&)p kT~ (_~ ~_ )‘~“~(~V~/~’~)10 (~vb/vb) cm,
El

where = ~ is the beam energy, ~Vb — is the velocity

scatter, flg is the beam density.

This estimate is in good agreementwith the sizes of the disturbed

glowing region observed in the Zarnitza—2 experiment (7] . The

transverse size of the region is determined by the beamdiameter

and in this case should be ~—~1 ‘to 3 in takinEz both the extension

of the beam due ‘to electrostatic repulsion and the restriction of

this process by the “magnetization” of the beam electrons into ac-

count. At great heights, where and ~ ~ cm3, as

well as at the ini±ial stage of ‘the discharge, the increase of the

neutralization current providing the observed low rocket poteTitial

can be explained by heating of the surroundins ionospheric elect-

rons by the beam(5] . For these heights (for h~160 km) it is ra-

ther difficult to obtain a specific estimate of e..~,but it can

be assumed that due t~ a “clearing” mechanism(5. 91 , it will be

rather high.

The neutralization current from the space charge region defined as
jj_..._efl.eU. (41 should exceed the injection current at the heights

of hS160 kin, i.e. the rocket potential should be floating, i.e.

41~— kTe/e. This is inconsistent with the measurements(see Fig. 5),
and points to the necessity of considering ionospheric electrons

entering the disturbed region. Indeed this requires the presence
of an electric field in plasma, i.e. the appearance of a Dositive
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rocket potential.

Assumin~’ that the ionosuheric electron current through the cross

section of the disturbed region (s~) is not sufficient for the com~

pensation of the injection current (enoVTeSi < is), the current

must path through the lateral surface of’ the disturbed region. This

current is mainly produced by the radial electric field originat-

ing because of the disturbed region (and the rocket) are at the po-

tential . Then j1 = 6~E1~‘yen C~.)
2p/Cz)2He~/rj. , where

~en~ io7 NTe516 is the ionospheric electron—neutral collision4r- —1frequency; UJ~~6.iO ~ ‘ ~‘iJe is the electron gyrofrequ-

ency. Now the longitudinal size of the disturbed region at whose

surface the current concentrates is 10

o . 6 100 0.1 5/6 10

.-.- I
0/j2~itr1—.’10 ( ~~ ) N cm.

In this case, the value does not depend on the transverse size

of the disturbed region. If q~200V, then < ~. When the

transverse dimension of the disturbed region is so high that

enoVTeSj~~Io, the rocket acquires a positive potential which per-

forms work against the frictional force caused by electron scatter-

ing on the turbulent oscillations ~
At lower heights, the neutral particle density N as well as

the discharge plasma density are larger and the effective frequency
of collisions is smaller; thus the conductivity of the disturbed

region is higher and the potential is lower.

Although it is expected 1 5, 6.] that Te
1/I1g~ the plasma density

near the rocket is ne — N for N ~3x101° cm~, and independent

on N for N<3.10’~°cm3. The observed fluxes of fast electrons

(E>>ecp) in the disturbed region, whose energy considerably ex-

ceeds kTe~ also agree with ‘theoretical estimates. For this re-

gion these fluxes are approximately equal to[8j

n’ CE) ‘~

where ~ 1O3 is the total number of particles with

~ (6 to 7)kTe is the energy above which the ?haxwellian dis-

tribution is disturbed; n’ (E) is the number of particles with

E >Emn• At h~120 kin, Te~2OeV (see Fig. 4) and n’ (1.5 keV)/

~I~c~5,10’3 for h~-140kin, Te~lOO eV and n’(1.5 keV)/ n’~0,2.

Strong temporal fluctuations of fast electron fluxes noted also in
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[ 10 j , can be explained by the effects of the quasi—periodic non-

linear reduction of the beam—plasma interaction; the characteris-

tic time of the relaxation oscillations { 9J is determined by the

chìanging time T ( CJ~m/F,i)~.~ io_2 s.

Thus the data obtained on eloctrons, with energies less than 3 keV,

during electron beam injection in the AFJtKS experiment can be ex-

plained by the effects of the collective interaction of the beam

(beam—plasma discharge) with the ionospheric plasma surrounding

the rocket.
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